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Simple Disposition Of Human Manure

To the Editor:

Harold Burton's fourth installment to his series on human manure is as clear as the previous one, explaining the fortunate agricultural attitude of many ancient people. But I also liked his suggestion of the simplest way to read Helen Ryan's follow-up article. One has only to take the waste out of the kitchen, put it in a container, and take it over to the compost or to a commercial site. This way, one can easily change this habit.


Glad to see that School of Living is making an appearance in the world of natural living. King Features had an approving comment on May 2. A Way Out; so did The Book of the Dead. And I recently noticed a listing A Way Out and Green Revolution in some controversial publications; and Green Revolution in the Agcomma Directory of 1966. Perhaps this article will provide the key to this possible transition they had not been previous-
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W. C. Lloyd, Burlington, N. C.

Hill, Calif.

Telephone: 744-4269 (New Lebanon, Ohio)

Getting A Hearing

To the Editor:

Glad to see that School of Living is making an appearance in the world of natural living. King Features had an approving comment on May 2. A Way Out; so did The Book of the Dead. And I recently noticed a listing A Way Out and Green Revolution in some controversial publications; and Green Revolution in the Agcomma Directory of 1966. Perhaps this article will provide the key to this possible transition they had not been previous-

W. C. Lloyd, Burlington, N. C.

Improved Titles

To the Editor:

In your April edition, you published the pictures in the August Green Revolution Special with the title "How to Make the Most of It," which I submitted? On page 1, the article was titled "How to Make the Most of It." On page 2, "A Way Out and Green Revolution." On page 3, "A Way Out and Green Revolution." On page 4, "A Way Out and Green Revolution." On page 5, "The Volunteer." However, the title "A Way Out and Green Revolution" is much more descriptive than "How to Make the Most of It," and I believe it is a more accurate reflection of the contents of the article. Therefore, I suggest that the article be re-titled "A Way Out and Green Revolution." - J. L. L. L., Easton, Pa.

W. C. Lloyd, Burlington, N. C.

How Can We Prepare For Community Living?

By Gordon Yavsen

A Gift And A Poem

To the Editor:

We'd like back copies of Green Revolution.-Diane Porter, 888 N. Central Ave., Claremont, Calif.

To the Old Mill Center Fund.
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